On June 6, 2013, the International Peace Institute (IPI) convened a roundtable discussion on the peace and security challenges facing the Gulf of Guinea. The meeting was a component of the African Union (AU)-IPI partnership agreement for the period 2012–2014, which focuses on security threats and policy responses in the Sahel-Sahara region and the Gulf of Guinea, among other areas.

The roundtable discussion brought together approximately forty policymakers including senior officials from the United Nations and regional organizations of the Gulf of Guinea, permanent representatives to the United Nations, as well as experts from relevant civil society organizations, academic institutions, and think tanks.

This meeting note summarizes the key themes of the seminar and was drafted by Mireille Affa’a-Mindzie, research fellow of IPI’s Africa program, and Fiona Blyth, former research assistant of IPI’s Africa program. The note reflects the rapporteurs’ interpretation of the meeting and not necessarily the views of all of the participants.

IPI owes a debt of gratitude to our generous donors whose contributions made this publication possible.

Introduction

The International Peace Institute convened a roundtable discussion on “Insecurity in the Gulf of Guinea: Assessing the Threats, Preparing the Response” on June 6, 2013, in New York. The meeting aimed to help develop a better understanding of the peace and security challenges facing the Gulf of Guinea by examining the multifaceted threats to the stability of the region; considering national, regional, and international responses to these threats; and providing practical policy recommendations with a view to strengthening regional and international responses.

The roundtable discussion was organized into two panels. The first panel identified and assessed the current and emerging peace and security threats in the Gulf of Guinea. The panelists outlined the key drivers of instability in the region and highlighted the interconnected and transnational nature of many of these factors. The second panel examined the efforts planned or underway to address these peace and security challenges, paying particular attention to the role played by regional and subregional organizations. The panelists considered the constraints and obstacles these organizations face in addressing these challenges and offered recommendations for strengthening cooperation among them as well as with global institutions.

The participants highlighted the multifaceted nature of insecurity factors in the Gulf of Guinea. Piracy and maritime insecurity are some of the symptoms of growing regional insecurity, but the triggers can be attributed to economic deprivation and exclusion, poor governance and limited legitimacy, pollution, natural resources management, as well as the impact of the crisis in the Sahel region and the spread of transnational crime. Joint efforts are being developed to address these challenges, which promote innovative cross-regional cooperation initiatives. However, beyond the resources allocated to the fight against maritime insecurity, additional and more holistic efforts are needed to address the comprehensive peace and security challenges threatening stability in the Gulf of Guinea region.

The first section of this meeting note presents the current and emerging peace and security threats in the Gulf of Guinea region. The second section highlights the national, regional, and international measures being developed or implemented to confront insecurity in the region.
Current and Emerging Peace and Security Threats in the Gulf of Guinea

Although the Gulf of Guinea geographic region usually includes the coastal countries of West Africa from Liberia to Gabon, maritime security policies tend to run from Senegal to Angola. In addition, the transnational nature of many of the area’s security challenges means that central parts of Africa are sometimes included in the region. The Gulf of Guinea has long had strategic importance due to global shipping routes that channel goods from the Americas, through Africa, and north into Europe. This established trade route has for centuries been a corridor for the movement of both legal and illicit goods. In addition, the region is rich in natural resources including hydrocarbon deposits, oil, fish, timber, and mineral resources, which are all globally exported. In 2012 it was estimated that the Gulf of Guinea region produced approximately 4 percent of global oil extraction (approximately 3 million barrels a day) and by 2015, the region will supply about a quarter of the United States’ oil.

Despite this, the Gulf of Guinea faces a number of challenges to its stability, which frequently manifest themselves at sea, but whose origins are land based. As one participant noted, “pirates are not born at sea, they are born on land.” Moreover, in recent months, the peace and stability challenges in the Gulf of Guinea have been worsened by crises in the Sahel and North Africa, which have exacerbated the already fragile situation in the region. The roundtable discussion examined the current and emerging threats in the region, namely economic deprivation and the politics of exclusion; legitimacy deficit, poor governance, and pervasive corruption; natural resource mismanagement; pollution; as well as international influences.

Economic Deprivation and the Politics of Exclusion

Stability must start with human security. However, many communities in the Gulf of Guinea region suffer from chronic insecurity in their daily lives. Underdeveloped and undiversified economies have created an over-reliance on subsistence agriculture, which leaves many communities working for survival rather than growth. These countries, such as Sierra Leone, Liberia, and Niger, also have some of the lowest access to electricity rates in the world. Basic needs are unmet and healthcare, sanitation, and public services are not universal. Lack of education has resulted in low literacy rates, constrained skills development, and stunted infrastructure expansion resulting in a lack of employment opportunities, isolated communities, and uncertain livelihoods. As one participant noted, “if you cannot count, you don’t count,” as poor numeracy levels deny citizens a role in building the economic future of their countries. The youth populations of many of the countries in the region are left with few opportunities for gainful employment providing a fertile recruiting ground for insurgent groups and criminal networks who offer work, financial incentives, status, and in some cases, basic services and protection to communities in need—effectively replacing the state.

Economic inequality is worsened by social inequality as ethnic and tribal divisions exclude some groups and women from decision making, both formal and informal representation, and many employment sectors.

These factors have exacerbated environmental and demographic shifts, such as increasing desertification and high infant birth rates, to create acute food insecurity in the region.
LEGITIMACY DEFICIT, POOR GOVERNANCE, AND PERVERSIVE CORRUPTION

Poor social service delivery stems from poor governance and highly centralized national administrations that have limited dialogue with and accountability to their citizens. Incumbent administrations are hard to change by democratic means. In desperation, populations have resorted to violence to effect change. Unconstitutional changes of government (such as in Guinea-Conakry, Guinea-Bissau, and Mali) have, however, further weakened citizens’ confidence in governments and disputed elections are often fought on ethnic rather than political lines, therefore favoring some groups and disenfranchising others. There is little independent oversight of governments, and national executive and judicial institutions are fragile. Many administrations are bolstered by security forces that protect the powerful and intimidate the weak, and easy access to weapons reinforces power once held. As one participant commented “if you have a gun, you have a say.” At a regional level, interstate disputes over borders and resources have resulted in a lack of cooperation and of common legal frameworks. Spoilers and criminals are therefore able to move between jurisdictions across porous borders without fear of reprisals because definitions of offenses are unclear, and enforcement mechanisms are not coherent between territories. This economic and political fragmentation has hindered regional responses to challenges that are common to many states in the region.

Social and economic injustices are compounded in the region by habitual corruption evident from the top of society down through all levels. This further erodes confidence in governments, and impunity of officials restricts reform. The benefits of financial inflows from donors are often not felt at a local level because funds are appropriated by officials before they reach their intended beneficiary.

NATURAL RESOURCE MISMANAGEMENT

The riches of the region have benefited only an elite few but not the local populations. Revenues have not been invested in infrastructure and development, and communities see their governments doing deals with international companies whom they view as stealing their oil and hydrocarbon reserves. This perceived theft exists alongside actual theft of resources through pipeline vandalism and illegal bunkering where oil is stolen directly from pipelines, refined, and sold in local and international markets.

In addition to oil exploitation, the effects of illegal, unregulated, and unreported (IUU) fishing are being felt in the region. West African waters are estimated to have the highest levels of IUU fishing in the world. This represents up to 37 percent of the region’s catch, resulting in economic losses and compromising the food security and livelihoods of coastal communities. Trawlers damage seabed habitats and trap large numbers of vulnerable species, such as sharks and turtles, in their catch. In addition to the environmental damage, the large catches made by illegal boats deplete fish stocks and deny fish to local, artisanal fishermen.

Resource mismanagement and lack of effective regulations therefore worsens economic hardship and builds resentment among communities. As populations see their resources being used to benefit others, there is an increased risk of violence to seize their “rightful share.”

POLLUTION

Aggressive natural resource exploitation has degraded the environment and polluted ecosystems. The high levels of water and air pollution are significant contributing factors to instability in the region, not only in terms of environmental and...
economic impact, but also by their contribution to a climate of desperation among the population. Gas flaring by oil production companies releases toxic chemicals into the air, damaging the environment and community health.\textsuperscript{10} Outdoor air pollution in West Africa is responsible for approximately 3.3 million deaths every year,\textsuperscript{11} and rapidly increasing levels of oil production have incurred spills and leakage of oil into the marine environment, polluting the ecosystem and further endangering fisheries and livelihoods. Participants noted the international response to the spill in the Gulf of Mexico, but little attention has been paid to the ongoing effects of oil spills in the Niger Delta.

Extractive industries such as iron-ore mining have also taken their toll on the ecology of the region and have combined with the effects of climate change, migration, and urbanization to put existing, weak systems under strain.

**INTERNATIONAL INFLUENCES**

While many of the challenges to stability in the region are homegrown, some are imported into the Gulf of Guinea. In particular, the crisis in the north of Mali in 2012 enabled international terrorist groups to co-opt local grievances to galvanize support and radicalize local populations in the neighboring region. In the same way, international terrorist groups have found sympathetic audiences in West Africa by linking global jihad to local injustices and providing disenfranchised groups with a violent means of being heard. The proximity of terrorist groups in the Sahel, combined with the migration of people and weapons precipitated by events in Mali and in North Africa, has contributed to instability in the Gulf of Guinea. As over 300,000 people have been displaced by the conflict in Mali, populations have dispersed to neighboring regions, and the massive influx of people brought new ideologies and ethnic groups to some of the Gulf of Guinea countries.

International terrorism penetration has coincided with a rise in transnational organized crime as insurgent groups have found traditional trade routes and informal economies useful vehicles for the illegal movement of drugs, goods, and people. Porous borders, limited state reach, and weak enforcement mechanisms further facilitate this illicit channel. Participants noted that local communities see that crime pays as armed gangs receive huge financial dividends for maritime seizures, and terrorist groups extract large ransom payments for hostages. Kidnapping as well as human and drug trafficking are therefore prevalent.

To address these multifaceted challenges, countries in the region, regional organizations, and the international community have developed a set of responses that were examined at the roundtable meeting.

**Confronting Insecurity in the Gulf of Guinea**

Strategies to address insecurity in the Gulf of Guinea region are being planned or implemented at three levels: national, regional, and international.

**NATIONAL RESPONSES**

Participants proposed a number of initiatives which could be developed by individual countries to address the challenges posed by maritime insecurity. Such initiatives include efforts to increase national attention to the maritime domain, as well as to improve equipment and training of the relevant security personnel. Fighting piracy requires strengthening good governance and transparency, especially with regard to oil exploitation. Transparent management and equitable sharing of oil funds can help alleviate poverty. Moreover, awareness-raising and the ratification and domestication of international instruments on maritime security, including the 1988 *Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Maritime Navigation*, can help reduce maritime insecurity.

In Nigeria, a joint task force bringing together the army, navy, air force, and the mobile police was established in the Niger Delta in 2004 to restore order and help reduce oil theft—namely oil bunkering, pipeline vandalism, and illegal refineries.\textsuperscript{12} In addition, a campaign was launched

---


to sensitize the populations on the risk of using illegal or “blood” oil—a process that costs Nigeria some 10 percent of its daily production and billions of dollars every year for the benefit of local syndicates and rogue international traders.\(^\text{13}\) In Benin, where the port of Cotonou provides up to 65 percent of the West African country’s income, the recent piracy upsurge has disrupted economic activities with a decrease in ships from 150 to 30 monthly between January and July 2011. In response, Benin has implemented a number of measures, involving both government structures and civil society, which aim to develop an integrated response to the comprehensive security challenges. These activities take into account the threats posed by security both at sea and on land, and local monitoring mechanisms have been established in various communities.

Besides individual country responses, national efforts to tackle maritime insecurity can be initiated at the bilateral level. Such cooperation began between Benin and Nigeria, with the acquisition of logistical capacity—including vessels and the installation of radar stations covering the region—which helped to ensure the protection of ships by facilitating bilateral patrols and reinforcing proximity surveillance. These efforts resulted in a critical reduction of piracy and other illegal activities since July 2012, from approximately thirty pirate attacks per month to none as of June 2013. Moreover, considering that the response to maritime insecurity should go beyond military action, bilateral efforts also seek to strengthen policing on land and in territorial waters. In that regard, Benin and Nigeria have pledged to harmonize their legal frameworks punishing maritime crime, wherever the activity takes place.

**SUBREGIONAL AND CONTINENTAL INITIATIVES**

At the initiative of President Thomas Yayi Boni of Benin and a number of bilateral and international partners including France, the US, and the UN Security Council, new strategies to overcome the growing challenges in the Gulf of Guinea were developed. In 2012, Benin started developing a regional strategy. These efforts culminated in the March 2013 ministerial conference on maritime security in the Gulf of Guinea held in Cotonou, organized in partnership with the Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS), the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), and the Gulf of Guinea Commission (GGC) in response to Security Council Resolution 2039 adopted in February 2012.\(^\text{14}\) The Cotonou conference paved the way for the June 2013 summit in Yaoundé, Cameroon, which brought together twenty-five countries from the Gulf of Guinea to formalize the adoption of an integrated response to a comprehensive security challenge in the region.

At the subregional level, ECCAS countries adopted a maritime safety and security strategy in 2008, which aims to ensure security by protecting offshore oil resources, fisheries, and sea routes.\(^\text{15}\) Central African states of the Gulf of Guinea have organized themselves into zones in order to strengthen their cooperation, and they have launched joint patrols. In West Africa, where ECOWAS member states have opened their borders to the free movement of persons, participants at the New York roundtable noted that these borders should not be closed to security institutions. ECOWAS is also in the process of developing its own integrated maritime strategy, building on the regional efforts to strengthen economic integration.\(^\text{16}\) However, these efforts have recently been stalled by crises in Guinea-Bissau and Mali.

The eight member states of the Gulf of Guinea Commission belong to both ECCAS and ECOWAS, and the GGC covers the entire region with a membership open to all the relevant


countries. GGC members are also in the process of developing a region-wide strategy, which takes into account the existing initiatives. Plans are underway to reinforce cooperation between ECCAS and ECOWAS with the establishment of an Interregional Center for the Coordination of Maritime Security in the Gulf of Guinea; and particular focus is put on Cameroun, Côte d’Ivoire, and Nigeria as hot spots. Together with ECCAS, ECOWAS, and with the support of the international community, the GGC also worked on preparing both the Cotonou conference and the Yaoundé summit convened respectively in March and June 2013.

At the continental level, the AU has developed its 2050 Integrated Maritime Strategy (AIM Strategy), which builds on previous national and international frameworks regulating maritime initiatives in Africa. Recognizing the vast potential for economic development offered by the continent’s maritime domain, the AIM Strategy aims (1) to foster increased wealth creation from Africa’s inland waters, oceans, and seas by developing a sustainable economy; and (2) to ensure maritime safety and security and the protection of the marine environment. The strategy was adopted by the Second Conference of African Ministers Responsible for Maritime-related Affairs, in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia in December 2012. In addition to the strategy, the Addis Ababa conference adopted a plan of action for its operationalization. The conference further endorsed the proposal to establish, within the AU Commission, a fully-fledged Department of Maritime Affairs and a High-Level College of Champions. Composed of selected African leaders, the College of Champions will seek to leverage, through sustained lobbying, the necessary political will and buy-in and to collect the required resources for the implementation of the strategy.

17 The Gulf of Guinea Commission (GGC) was founded in 1999, and it comprises Angola, Cameroon, DRC, Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Nigeria, and São Tomé and Principe.

THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY’S RESPONSE

The UN has been actively involved in shaping government responses to piracy. Following President Yayi Boni’s call to support national efforts, the Security Council adopted Resolution 2018 in October 2011, condemning all acts of piracy and armed robbery at sea committed off the coast of Gulf of Guinea states, and calling on regional organizations and the countries concerned to work toward a comprehensive strategy to facilitate the prosecution of alleged perpetrators of such acts. Complementing the Council’s initiative, the UN secretary-general sent a multidisciplinary mission to the Gulf of Guinea in November 2011, with the objectives “to assess the scope of the piracy threat in (the region) and to make recommendations on possible measures the United Nations and the international community as a whole could implement to respond in an effective manner to the dangers posed by that threat.” The mission report was presented to the Security Council, which adopted Resolution 2039, urging Gulf of Guinea states, with the support of the international community, to develop and implement national maritime security strategies with a particular focus on the prevention and repression of piracy and armed robbery at sea, as well as the prosecution and punishment of those convicted of such crimes. The UN Department of Political Affairs (DPA) is entrusted with supporting the regional efforts.

The UN, through its offices in Central and West Africa, supported the preparations for the Yaoundé summit in June 2013. The United Nations Regional Office for Central Africa (UNOCA) and the United Nations Office for West Africa (UNOWA) helped develop a common agenda for the summit, and a steering committee was established to lead to the meeting. Political momentum was maintained at
the regional level, and the recommendation to adopt three separate documents at the end of the summit illustrated an innovative approach at three levels of integration: (1) within the Gulf of Guinea countries with the necessary coordination between Central and West Africa; (2) among regional organizations namely ECCAS, ECOWAS, and the GGC; and (3) with the UN, which remained involved during the entire process.

THE YAOUNDÉ SUMMIT ON MARITIME SAFETY AND SECURITY: KEY OUTCOMES AND LESSONS LEARNED

The Yaoundé summit, which took place after the New York roundtable, adopted the following three documents:

- **Declaration of the Heads of State and Government of Central and West African States on Maritime Safety and Security in Their Common Maritime Domain:** The declaration commits its signatories to work for the promotion of peace, security, and stability in the West and Central African maritime area through the mobilization of adequate operational resources both at the institutional level and in terms of logistics. The declaration also calls for ECCAS, ECOWAS, and the GGC to promote activities aimed at cooperation and coordination, as well as pooling together and interoperability of resources among their members. Moreover, the Yaoundé declaration called for cooperation with international strategic partners.

- **Memorandum of Understanding Among ECCAS, ECOWAS, and the GGC on Maritime Safety and Security in Central and West Africa:** The memorandum will facilitate the coordination and implementation of joint activities; sharing of experiences and the exchange of information on suspicious movements and activities at sea; the harmonization of laws on piracy and other illegal activities; the harmonization of control procedures to reinforce the fight against crimes at sea; and the establishment of an inter-regional coordination center for the implementation of the regional strategy for maritime safety and security.

- **Code of Conduct Concerning the Repression of Piracy, Armed Robbery Against Ships, and Illicit Maritime Activities in Central and West Africa:** The code of conduct aims to ensure full cooperation in the repression of transnational organized crime in the maritime domain, maritime terrorism, IUU fishing, and other illegal activities at sea. The code of conduct will enter into force upon signature by two or more signatories. Nonbinding for the first three years, a review will take place after this initial period of time to eventually transform the document into a binding multilateral agreement; assess its implementation; and share information, experiences, and best practices.

Key lessons learned from the process that led to the Yaoundé summit highlight the importance of a strong commitment of regional leaders for any international cooperation initiative to succeed. The New York roundtable emphasized the need for individual Gulf of Guinea countries to take full responsibility in tackling maritime insecurity, before regional organizations are able to come together. Operationalizing the outcomes of the Yaoundé summit depends on the political will of member states. Regular interaction and the development of an overall plan, as well as national action plans with clear, realistic, and measurable objectives are essential. The three regional secretariats should serve as the engine. Clarity is needed on “who does what,” and coordination must be enhanced both at national and international levels, as well as among the subregional and inter-regional organizations. Effective monitoring and adequate follow-up will also be necessary.

For these joint efforts to succeed, support from international partners and effective mobilization of resources remain crucial. The high cost of securing peace in the Gulf of Guinea, which none of the countries in the region can carry alone, renders international assistance necessary. China, France, and the US have already provided support to some countries in the region. In addition, the UN can offer technical assistance and further help countries in the Gulf of Guinea region to mobilize resources. However, more support is needed.

---

RESPONSE CHALLENGES

Cooperation challenges among the twenty-five countries in the Gulf of Guinea and at the cross-regional level between Central and West African organizations make the situation complex. Following the Yaoundé summit, an important challenge will be to keep the issue of maritime insecurity on the agenda of the international community. Participants at the New York roundtable recommended continued lobbying of Security Council members, to translate the outcomes of the Yaoundé summit into a third resolution. In that regard, the risk of attention shifting to crises in the Sahel and in the Central African Republic was highlighted. For countries in the Gulf of Guinea region, emphasis should be put on the importance of addressing a preventable security risk while it has not yet erupted into a major crisis. The Security Council’s horizon scanning sessions are a useful mechanism for preventative diplomacy.

While the UN and the Security Council have extensive experience in addressing land-based insecurity, their understanding of maritime instability is less mature. The roundtable participants noted that, the Council was reluctant to address piracy in both national and international waters in Resolution 2029 adopted in February 2012 due in part to national interests. For successful implementation of the resolution, Council members must maintain their concern for insecurity in the Gulf of Guinea. In addition to the Security Council and DPA, the UN response to insecurity in the Gulf of Guinea is being developed by its Office on Drugs and Crime in Vienna, the Food and Agriculture Organization in Rome, and other specialized agencies. The UN’s usual practice of working in silos persists. Participants recommended the integration of the UN response to maritime insecurity in the Gulf of Guinea, in the same way as the regional response is being integrated.

Discussions further highlighted the disconnect between the underlying issues causing insecurity in the Gulf of Guinea region, and the response being developed by regional organizations, which seems to be geared only toward maritime insecurity. To move beyond strategies targeted only at the symptoms of insecurity in the region, a holistic approach is needed, which should target issues such as the governance deficit, the impact of climate change and migrations on insecurity in the Gulf of Guinea, social and economic development challenges, as well as youth unemployment.

More than in any other region in the world, Africa needs effective governments and stronger states that are capable of ensuring security for their populations and at their borders. At the same time, Africa needs more transparent and democratic states. In a context where issues of poor governance and corruption continue to challenge the exploitation and equitable sharing of extractive resources and where communities have embraced criminal activities in defiance of corrupt governments, efforts to strengthen the state should go hand in hand with more inclusive and accountable governments.

The good news coming out of Africa is its improved economic performance. However, the seminar also noted that the global energy market is changing as a result of fracking, which impacts the nature and origin of the demand for West African oil. As a result, while Africa still needs assistance from the international community, continued economic growth is an urgent necessity to support ongoing development efforts. In that regard, Africa’s green revolution aimed at promoting rapid and sustainable agricultural growth, combined with industrialization, regional integration, and the development of infrastructure were seen as essential. However, despite innovative policies and programs such as the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) and the African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) current cooperation initiatives are limited. Regional organizations can only encourage countries that are doing well to serve as models and to promote investments in areas and regions with comparative advantages. They do not have any enforcement power to compel their members to provide facilities for their populations to earn a decent income and live a decent life.

With the median age standing in Africa at nineteen, the provision of employment opportunities to the youth is a critical component of ongoing efforts to prevent instability. The participants at the roundtable observed that the response to piracy has not been targeted directly at the youth. Nonetheless, in Benin, national initiatives promoting public-private partnerships encourage
the return of young people to agriculture. With the support of UNDP, professional training is provided to unemployed youth, who can apply their new skills in agricultural development programs for example.

Further concerns were raised about the links between insecurity in the Gulf of Guinea and the crisis in Mali and the Sahel, and the connections to be established between countries in both regions. The cooperation among pirates from the East African Sahel and those from the Gulf of Guinea should provide an incentive for stronger cooperation among governments. As one participant noted, “security at sea should enhance security inland.” In Benin for example, the government already cooperates with its counterparts in landlocked Mali and Niger, since both countries operate docks in the Cotonou port. Such cooperation should be pursued, despite growing challenges to prevent various types of trafficking from expanding from the Gulf of Guinea to the Sahel. Institutional cross-regional cooperation should also be reinforced. However, within regional groupings policy differences exist. For instance within ECCAS, some member states remain firmly opposed to free movement of populations for fear of destabilization and increased pressures on local economies. At the same time, responses to the crisis in the Sahel were led by ECOWAS with no involvement of the GGC. And with regard to the international community’s response, the roundtable suggested enhancing the influence of the African Group in the UN to ensure that the focus, although limited, on the crisis in Mali and the Sahel, does not entirely divert attention from the situation in the Gulf of Guinea.

**Conclusion**

The causes of maritime insecurity in the Gulf of Guinea are multiple and multilayered, and they are manifest in violence, corruption, and in communities that resort to any means available to improve their circumstances—even if through illegal trade, insurgency, or piracy. This pattern is hard to break since those who achieve a level of survivability and wealth are so fearful of losing it that they bolster their positions and perpetuate the drivers of instability. Mutual suspicion and a lack of trust therefore exist between citizens and their rulers and between countries.

Most of the structural drivers of instability are homegrown but become exacerbated by regional and international factors. The challenges of the Gulf of Guinea are interlinked with events in the Sahel and North Africa. Similarly, instability at sea cannot be isolated from land-based factors since maritime insecurity has its origins on land. With international attention directed at the region, this is a good time to address the wider causes of instability and examine ways of tackling them through comprehensive response strategies.

Innovative approaches focusing on regional and international cooperation have facilitated the development of integrated maritime strategies focusing on piracy and armed robbery at sea. Regional strategies also seek to tap into African countries’ potential to build sustainable maritime economies. However, for these various strategies to become reality, sustained political will and commitment at the national level, enhanced cooperation among Central and West African organizations, and the necessary support of the international community in providing technical assistance and facilitating resource mobilization remain key.

To address the complex factors of insecurity in the Gulf of Guinea, its structural causes should also be dealt with. Security-focused approaches on sea and land must be part of holistic strategies to address rampant governance deficiencies, social and economic development challenges, as well as widespread youth unemployment. Finally, the spread of transnational crime from the Gulf of Guinea through to the Sahel-Sahara constitutes a new security threat that calls for stronger cooperation among countries and subregional organizations in the two regions. For a comprehensive and sustainable response to the peace and security challenges in the Gulf of Guinea, all of these dimensions must be taken into account.
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